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Mental Health Problems of Aging and the Aged
from the Viewpoint of Analytical Psychology*

Dr K. W. BASH1

According to Jung's analytical psychology man is either predominantly extravert or
predominantly introvert. Whichever he is, he must in most cases, in order to satisfy the
biological drives of the earlier part of his life, adapt himself to an extraverted culture and
thus become largely extravert. In the later part of life, as biological involution sets in,
this attitude and the values attached thereto no longer suffice. The strains set up by the
resulting needfor a reorientation in life are a fruitful source of mental disorder.

To understand the mental health problems of the
aging and the aged from the viewpoint of Jungian
analytical psychology, we must first sketch briefly
the conception that Jung has formed of normal
mental development and aging. He illustrates it
repeatedly with the allegory of the sun's course,
which rises out of a misty beginning to a refulgent
zenith at midday and then as naturally and inevitably
declines into the twilight and the dark. The figure is
not a chance one and fits the more inasmuch as light
and dark are age-old correlates for consciousness
and unconsciousness. Out of the misty beginning
consciousness, and with it the ego, is born. The
task of the first half of life is for both to unfold and
assert themselves so far as inner endowments and
outer circumstances allow. As they have to make
their place in a not necessarily friendly world,
the attitude suitable to this task is extraversion,
whatever the attitudinal type of the individual
concerned may be.2 For the extravert the task
will be easier, for the introvert less so. We recall

* I herewith declare that I agree with Dr K. W. Bash's
expose. - C. G. Jung

1 Medical Officer, WHO, Abassia Mental Hospital, Cairo,
Egypt; formerly Vice-Director, Cantonal Psychiatric Hos-
pital, Wil, St. Gallen, Switzerland

2 Jung holds that most individuals are habitually orient-
ated either to the outer or to the inner world of psychological
experience and derive from one or the other the majority of
their conscious interests and values. The orientation primarily
to outer experience is called extraversion, that to inner
experience introversion. Both together constitute the so-
called attitudinal types (Einstellungstypen). There is experi-
mental evidence that this typological division is not merely
theoretical and descriptive, but finds its confirmation in
practice (see Bash, K. W. (1952) and (1955b).

that, in Jung's view, early consciousness is served
predominantly by one of the four psychological
functions of thinking, feeling, intuition and sensation,
coupled to one of the two attitudinal types mentioned.
The innately superior function must be developed
to the limits of its individual possibilities and be
used, in the main, to secure for the individual the
satisfaction of his biological drives, i.e. to win him
work and family, social and economic status, and
the sense of usefulness and accomplishment needed
to uphold his ego. The degree to which they are
obtained he will measure largely by social norms.
At the zenith the differentiation of the superior
function should be well-nigh completed, the pattern
of biological drive satisfaction established and the
status requisite thereto obtained. But then the
situation changes. As the light first slowly and then
ever more rapidly dims, the claims of the hitherto
unconscious are asserted. To it belong the other
functions, shading off into whichever may be the
inferior and therefore most deeply unconscious,
undifferentiated one, and to it belongs in any case
within an extraverted culture a measure of intro-
version, large or small as the attitudinal type may
require. This leads the individual to the discovery
of the values most peculiarly his own, which are
not at all necessarily in accordance with those that
have determined his life upon its rising gradient.
They are more apt to be of a spiritual character
as biological involution sets in, and their field is
cultural in the broadest sense rather than economic.
The natural weakening of powers forces restriction
and selection upon the individual in order to make
possible their late unfolding, and this leads to an
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ever greater concentration upon the essential. The
ultimate essential is the encounter with death not
as frustration but as fulfilment.
Aging thus implies, to state it still more succinctly,

a general shift from the extraversive to the intro-
versive attitude, a discovery of new possibilities
within oneself of apprehending and dealing with
experience, a revaluation of former values, but at
the same time a choice, a restriction, and the
husbanding of powers. All this while the wider
experience and knowledge of the older person
stands at the individual's disposal, though with ever
less of the sharp detail that characterizes the younger
person's store. The basic, integral structure into
which the older person has brought them becomes
more prominent, its accidental features less so.
When these alterations take place smoothly and in
order, they lead towards the goal of what Jung has
called individuation, to a centring of the personality
no longer around the ego, but around the Self, a
virtual but never wholly experienceable point of
reference for the total personality.

In the following pages I attempt to trace out some
of the mental health problems of the aging and the
aged and even to suggest some preventatives or
remedies for them. But it should be stated that my
remarks apply to the industrialized civilization of
Western Europe and America, not to widely different
cultural patterns beyond my experience or even
theoretical knowledge. This holds particularly for
the first of the problems to be considered, the shift
from extraversion to introversion, Western culture
being not seldom of a peculiar and even virulent
extravertiveness. The presence of not a few constitu-
tional introverts within it renders the problem of
attitudinal types, as I have pointed out in another
study (Bash, K. W., 1955a), important for the mental
hygiene of all age levels, but it is particularly so for
that of the more advanced. Here the constitutional
extravert has scanty resources with which to face the
difficulties that confront him, and those that society
affords him are few. Its traditional resources in the
fields of philosophy, religion and, in the widest sense,
of the arts, are becoming increasingly devaluated.
On the other hand, one can observe a constantly
rising interest in cultures of a quite different structure,
particularly the oriental, in many of which intro-
versive values are accorded more place, and it is
conceivable that increasing familiarity with them
might lead to a greater acceptance within endogenous
Western culture of the values that these exogenous
cultures in part emphasize. This naturally does not

imply that exogenous methods of realizing and
integrating such values could or should simply be
taken over by the West. Another method of gaining
recognition for the problems and needs of the
introverts of all ages, a method that also seems
applicable to present-day circumstances, is the
popularization of the fundamental concepts of
psychology which make clear the presence of both
outer and inner psychic needs.
The discovery within oneself of new possibilities

of apprehending and of dealing with experience
may come suddenly, gradually, or not at all. When
it comes suddenly, a complete re-orientation of life
may be the consequence. More frequently it is a
gradual, hesitating, and all too often frustrated
process. For the fortunate minority it seems to
mean spontaneous, welcome enrichment. Others
meet their new possibilities with varying degrees
of distrust, and see in them a threat to the established,
proven personal order. An everyday example would
be that of a calculating, rational, and hard-driving
business man who at the turn of life becomes aware
of a hitherto neglected feeling function. This may
lead favourably to the well-known mellowing of
such personalities and to a deepening of their
affective relationships. In less favourable cases there
appears a sudden, childish, and often ill-placed
sentimentality, usually dissociated from the " official "
personality and often restricted to certain spheres,
say to a young mistress, to animals, grandchildren,
or uncritical cultural and religious quests. An
equally common instance is that of the woman who,
often under environmental pressure, has cultivated
a predominant feeling function until her children
have grown and then, with less employment for it,
discovers powers of reason and will that require
exercise. Often these are then turned into cultural
and social channels. Often enough, too, no satis-
factory channel is found, and either a fatuously
bickering or a helplessly frustrated personality
results. In any case the question arises as to how
the newly discovered potentialities can be accepted
by and integrated into the previous conscious
personality. For this there is assuredly no simple
general answer, but it would seem that integration
could at least be facilitated by a wider awareness
that, in fact, new and different potentialities, and not
a mere decline of existing ones, are likely to make
their appearance with age. When this fact is more
generally known, it can make the acceptance of
aging itself easier by displaying its positive side,
and also facilitate the acceptance by persons in
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the environment of the change in the individual,
whatever this may be. Since the alteration is fre-
quently disquieting to the subject, much depends
on how persons in the environment take it.

These remarks lead directly to the problem of the
social and cultural picture and the valuation of
aging and old age. There is hardly any question but
that this has changed through the centuries in
Western culture, in the direction of a continual
depreciation of old age, and that such a change
makes the acceptance of age more difficult for the
aging person. In modern times the absolute and
relative number of such persons is rapidly increasing,
whereas the value accorded to them by society is
decreasing. This is partly counterbalanced by the
prolongation of their social and economic usefulness
through public health measures, but much of their
usefulness is allowed to run to waste, and above all,
in view of the problems to be considered in this paper,
the effect on those who have outlived their period
of direct economic contribution is very deleterious.
Society has little place today, except in a few of
its most exalted positions, for the figure of a wise
Nestor, a venerable grandmother, or their like. The
distinction of such figures may have been due
in part to the circumstance that in former centuries
relatively very few persons did survive to a great age,
whereas the proportion is nowadays considerably
higher. In earlier times too they found their place
within a now rapidly disappearing patriarchal or

matriarchal organization of society. This need not,
and probably cannot, be arbitrarily restored, but
the recurrence of such archetypal figures as that of the
" Wise Old Man" or the " Wise Woman " in the
dreams and phantasies of modern individuals shows
that they have not lost their psychological signi-
ficance even in an objectively altered social structure.
Such numinous figures display not the weakness,
but the powers and potentialities, of age. Though it is
not given to every aging person to fulfil them
(any more than it is given to every young person to
fulfil the archetypal possibilities of his age level),
still a better social awareness of and valuation
placed upon them may aid him to cherish them as a

goal worthy of the striving. Public mental health
work might well invoke more such archetypal figures
of age in its positive aspects and thus influence
beneficially both society at large and the aging
themselves. Here come to mind out of modern
literature such a wise and beautiful book as Willa
Cather's " Death Comes to the Archbishop ", some

chapters of Galsworthy's " Forsyte Saga " and

V. Sackville-West's " All Passion Spent ", as well
as the characters of temperate age created by
Theodor Fontane in his novels. Instances of an
older date are almost too familiar to require mention.
They include, to name only a few at random, the sages
of Greece and Rome (Cicero's "De Senectute"
should not be forgotten by any one interested in the
mental health problems of aging and the aged),
the Biblical prophets, Anchises, Prospero, Faust in
his old age, the aging Rembrandt, Titian (powerfully
evoked in Hofmannsthal's " Der Tod des Tizian"),
and Browning's Rabbi ben Ezra.
The figures of the revered and wise elders belong

to culture, not to economic life. Their importance
for humanity is great, but hardly to be measured
in terms of the production of material things.
Jung (1958) writes:

It is of the greatest importance for the young person,
who is still unadapted and has as yet achieved nothing,
to shape his conscious ego as effectively as possible,
that is, to educate his will . . . It is otherwise with a
person in the second half of life who no longer needs
to educate his conscious will, but who, to understand
the meaning of his individual life, needs to experiencz
his own inner being. Social usefulness is no longer an
aim for him, although he does not deny its desirability.
Fully aware as he is of the social unimportance of his
creative activity, he feels it more as a way of working
at himself to his own benefit. Increasingly, too, this
activity frees him from morbid dependence, and he thus
acquires an inner stability and a new trust in himself.
(p. 109)

While productivity need not cease, cultural
aims become ever more important in age. To be
significant they must primarily be personal aims,
spontaneous steps to self-realization, not such as
are forced upon the aging individual by society.
Society must rather afford them room within the
largest possible bounds. This presents enormous
difficulties in a society based upon performance,
productivity and competition, and in which " cul-
ture" comes to be regarded more and more as an
at best decorative inessential. As experience has
already shown, the provision of leisure time, while
in itself necessary to this end, is not enough. The
result is all too often a desolate search for distraction
rather than for creative, self-fulfilling activity. A
solution requires partly a change in the current
low social and cultural estimation of such activity
(not only for the benefit of the aged), but partly too
requires the unknown or forgotten possibilities of
such activity to be called to mind. The latter is a
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more directly applicable mental health measure,
whereas the former is opposed by factors deeply
rooted in contemporary occidental culture.
A laudable desire to further "creative" or "cul-

tural" activities among the aging and the aged runs
the danger of flying too high. The direct carriers of
culture are few and its creators still fewer. From
the standpoint of mental health the decisive question
is whether an activity is significant and creative for
the individual, irrespective of its immediate social
worth. The humble hobby is very often precisely
that, and can be an instrument of no small import-
ance in the mental health of the aging. Another
means of participation in culture with merciful
freedom from the usual academic compulsion to
performance is adult education of the type known as
the Volkshochschule, i.e. lecture courses given by
qualified persons on academic and other subjects
at a non-technical level, without admission require-
ments or examinations and open to all. Such are
obviously possible only in centres of a certain
magnitude, but their aim is increasingly served
otherwhere by the very many reliable, well written
and extraordinary cheap popular books of a similar
character. Where qualified lecturers and leaders are
wanting, it might be a useful mental health measure
to organize study and discussion groups around
such books among aging persons.
There seems little question but that participation

in free and creative, but not necessarily, or only
secondarily, productive activities can assist in the
reassessment of earlier values that is a characteristic
of harmonious aging. In other, particularly eastern,
cultures this revaluation is an accepted part, not
only of the religious and philosophical, but also
of the social pattern, and proceeds in a traditional
direction. It is, of course, not wholly lacking in the
west, but it has become less and less decisive as the
forced ideal of " eternal " youthfulness has gained
ground. It is hardly necessary to point out that the
" Fountain of Youth" is an archetype of equal
dignity with that of the " Wise Old Man ", and in
contemporary popular estimation has prevailed,
doubtless with unintended medical assistance,
against the latter. May this lie in a too literal, too
somatic and medical interpretation of the notion
of rejuvenation ? In the archetypal sense it can
well apply to the appearance of new values and to
elasticity in dealing with them, whereas in the literal
sense it is taken to mean the revival of former
values, now stereotyped and outworn. Youth is
always a manifestation of the new, not a perpetua-

tion of the old-a point on which mental hygiene
might dwell.

It has been necessary here to emphasize the
positive aspects of aging: the discovery of new
values, potentialities, and cultural aims; as the
negative, restrictive ones are sufficiently well known
and often claim the exclusive attention not only of
the aging person, but also of people surrounding
him. Even the positive aspects are frequently enough
regarded with misgiving, particularly by timid,
inflexible, or over-conservative personalities. There-
fore the encouragement of a flexible, open-minded
personality in youth that is unafraid of introspective
self-examination is one of the best mental hygiene
measures for age. It would be folly, though, to deny
or belittle the restriction of capacities and powers
that aging brings. Rather must this be anticipated
and fairly met, even compensated to the degree
possible by the more efficient application both of
available native capacities and of acquired profi-
ciencies, of which latter age has an enhanced store.
At the same time as fresh psychic potentialities
emerge, the forces needful for their realization dimi-
nish, and this compels the individual, if he accepts
the challenge at all, to select ever more carefully the
manner and direction in which these forces shall be
spent. Discrimination becomes equally the necessity
and the prerogative of age. Discrimination, though,
implies increased consciousness, which comes to
the aging person not as a gift, but as a hard-earned
accomplishment to be cherished and defended. In
the words of Jung (1931):

Nature cares nothing whatsoever about a higher level
of consciousness: quite the contrary. And then society
does not value these feats of the psyche very highly;
its prizes are always given for achievement and not for
personality-the latter being rewarded, for the most part,
posthumously. This being so, a particular solution of
the difficulty becomes compulsive: we are forced to limit
ourselves to the attainable and to differentiate particular
aptitudes . . . (p. 258)

Of these the individual becomes aware with a
keenness probably unsurpassed in youth.
The felt necessity for choice, discrimination, and

restriction may keep the aging person from em-
barking upon any differentiation of new potentialities
at all. In particular he may shrink back from
individual cultural responsibilities to himself of
which he is well aware, fearing that his waning
powers are insufficient for them. This will occur the
more readily if they, or their means of realization,
are altogether strange and new to him. The most
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peripheral acquaintance with them, however, often
serves to overcome his hesitancy. Thus old, though
slight, interests are more easily renewed in age than
are fresh ones formed; old hobbies dropped from
pressure of business are taken up again, rejected
values are reappraised, etc. It therefore seems
justifiable to hold that the mental health of the aging
and the aged may be promoted by a wide general
education in youth or by many-sided experience
which, though not at once utilized, may contain
seeds that come to a late flower. Though not only
formal education is meant, it is clear that, granted
these premises, it becomes the duty of the school to
introduce the youth to broad fields of human culture
in which, as age comes upon him, he may find
welcome refreshment and solace. A one-sidedly
rational, technical training, with the arts excluded
or regarded as mere appendages, is in this view a
baleful hindrance to mental health in old age for
all but a specially gifted few.
Jung (1931) remarks:
The worst of it all is that intelligent and cultivated

people have these leanings without even knowing of the
possibility of such transformations. Wholly unprepared,
they embark upon the second half of life. Or are there
perhaps colleges for forty-year-olds which prepare them
for their coming life and its demands as the ordinary
colleges introduce our young people to a knowledge of
the world and of life ? No, there are none. Thoroughly
unprepared we take the step into the afternoon of life;
worse still, we take this step with the false presupposition
that our truths and ideals will serve us as hitherto. But
we cannot live the afternoon of life according to the
programme of life's morning-for what was great in the
morning will be little at evening, and what in the morning
was true will at evening have become a lie. (p. 266)
He recalls that in other times Western religion,

mythology, and tradition provided a certain pre-
paration and assisted in the understanding and
acceptance of age, but that they have nowadays
largely lost their influence. What can take over their
function ? The reply again that popularization of

psychological knowledge could do so is probably
an over-simplification and a half answer, for the
archetypal figures of the wise, benevolent, and
beloved elders exercise an emotional and even a
numinous power denied to mere " knowledge " as
such. Psychology itself, to be sure, takes on more
and more of the aspect of a modern mythology-a
statement, I believe, which holds good for all
schools impartially. The popular idea of psychology
itself, coupled with that of science, acquires a
mythological glamour.' A wise use of this fact, with
no implication of deceit, could well make possible
a much more effective enlightenment of the public
on the mental health problems of aging than dry
and factual propaganda could bring about. Here, it
seems to me, might lie one of the most fruitful fields
for the mental health work of the WHO and kindred
organizations. This would naturally begin with the
dissemination of factual knowledge of the psychology
of aging to the scholastic, medical, educational, and
social institutions interested in these problems.
Beyond that, though, it seems to the present writer
that psychological advice would be needed, and
could be provided by WHO, as to how these facts
could be passed on to the larger public in such a
way that they would best fit into and reactivate
dormant but responsive archetypal patterns that
have become suppressed, though not extinguished,
by rapid and massive socio-economic developments
in recent times.

1 This mythological or even quasi-religious aspect that
modern psychology frequently exhibits in the Western world
should not be confused with the interest that Jung takes in
mythology as an object of psychology. This interest is based
upon the fact that neuroses as well as psychoses produce
many phantasies containing mythological motives. " In
many cases it is obvious that the loss of religion is com-
pensated by archaic images, which take the place of the
mythus formerly believed in. Thus it is understandable that
the importance of religious faith imparts itself to the arche-
typal representations and makes of them new psychological
dominants, which should be taken into account in psycho-
therapy " (C. G. Jung-personal communication).

RtSUME-

Selon la psychologie analytique de C. G. Jung, 1'etre
humain est essentiellement soit extraverti soit introverti.
Quel que soit le fond de sa nature, il doit faire prevaloir
l'extraversion pendant la premiere partie de son existence,
pour satisfaire aux exigences de la vie sociale active. Le
vieillissement implique le plus souvent le passage de
l'extraversion a l'introversion. L'etre vieillissant se
decouvre des valeurs intrinseques, qui ne sont pas neces-

sairement en accord avec celles qui ont oriente la pre-
miere partie de sa vie, celle de son existence active.
L'affaiblissement naturel des forces conduit 1'etre, 'a
travers des renoncements et des choix, a se concentrer
sur d'autres objectifs. Cette reorientation de l'6nergie
psychique avec I'age, le plus souvent dans le sens de
1'extraversion vers l'introversion, peut etre la source de
troubles mentaux. L'auteur, qui limite son expose aux
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problemes tels qu'ils se posent en Europe occidentale
et en Amerique du Nord, en signale quelques-uns et
propose certains moyens de les pr6venir.
Le vieillissement de la population, le fait que de nom-

breuses personnes atteignent un age avance, a attenue
le prestige dont les siecles passes avaient entoure la
vieilHesse, souvent assimilee a la sagesse, dans une societe
a organisation patriarcale ou matriarcale. L'evolution
s'est faite dans le sens d'une depreciation de la vieillesse,
ce qui rend toujours plus difficile pour l'individu d'accep-
ter de vieillir. I1 y est du reste peu prepare par l'organisa-
tion actuelle de la vie, et souvent it s'engage dans la
seconde partie de l'existence avec l'illusion qu'il pourra
la traverser en s'appuyant sur les memes valeurs que

jusqu'alors. Autrefois, la religion et la tradition paraient
a ce danger en d6nonqant cette illusion. Aujourd'hui,
selon l'auteur, elles ont perdu de leur pouvoir.

L'auteur souligne la necessite d'une education des
adultes sur les problemes du vieillissement, en prenant
avantage du prestige dont le public revet aujourd'hui la
psychologie. De I'avis de l'auteur, l'OMS pourraitjouer
un role en contribuant a la preparation des cadres -
medicaux, sociaux, institutionnels - charges ensuite
d'instruire le public, en faisant appel chez lui aux sch6mas
psychologiques profonds, que le developpement socio-
economique rapide et massif de la societe moderne a
refoules mais non detruits.
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